Roles and responsibilities at Vaccine Clinic

- Lead

- Patient
  - Takes patient from provider to Immunization room
  - Collects Vaccine cards
  - Watches time
  - Observes patients
  - Takes away vaccine

- Immunization MA
  - Collects Vaccine cards
  - Takes patient to provider
  - Takes patient from provider to Immunization room
  - Takes patient to provider

- Runner 1
  - Takes patient from provider
  - Implantation Status
  - Verifies medical info
  - Checks vaccine

- Runner 2
  - Takes patient from provider
  - Takes patient to provider

- MA Coordinator
  - Collects Vaccine cards
  - Takes patient to provider

- Volunteer
  - Takes patient to provider
  - Takes patient to provider
  - Takes patient to provider

- Registration
  - Takes patient to provider
  - Takes patient to provider